
 

 

    

 

The School Administrators Alliance (SAA) is testifying for information only on Senate Bill 423, 

relating to lead testing of drinking water in schools.  We greatly appreciate this opportunity to 

share the following thoughts, concerns and suggestions regarding the bill. 

 

1. We believe SB 423 needs a clear definition of “potable”.  If the intent is for school districts 

to test all taps used for drinking water and food preparation, as determined by the school 

district, then we should say so in the bill.  We don’t want school districts facing potential 

litigation from the public because of lack of clarity or an imprecise definition. 

 

2. The bill requires that schools test all potable water sources in schools for lead concentration 

at least once every three years.  We believe a three-year testing cycle is too short and should 

be at least five years.  School business/facilities officials have indicated to me that 

addressing and solving failed test locations can be very time consuming.  Taking multiple 

samples at certain locations is not unusual, and with testing protocols and waiting for lab 

results, timelines can extend quickly.  One inevitable result of this legislation will be 

significant competition for and greater pressure on the vendors capable of conducting the 

sampling and the limited number of certified labs qualified to evaluate the samples.  And 

that will likely extend timelines as well.  Finally, we believe there are other states that 

utilize at least five-year testing cycles. 

 

3. The bill directs school districts to “disconnect” a failed water source.  In this context, does 

“disconnect” include turning off the failed source, for example, through the use of an 

existing shut-off valve in the system?  Is there a need to go to the expense of having a 

plumber disconnect faucets that can simply be turned off in this fashion? 

 

4. The bill allows that if two consecutive lead tests in a school taken at least three years apart 

result in potable water sources in the school containing lead levels not higher than one part 

per billion, the district is not required to conduct any additional lead tests at the school(s).  

Several school business/facilities officials I consulted believe this language in the bill is 

ambiguous and does not clarify how many water samples in a building must attain the one 

part per billion standard to qualify.  Is it the intent of the bill to base this determination 

regarding additional tests on each water sample, or some other measure?  By extension, if 

all drinking water touchpoints in a school except for say two meet the standard, would 
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schools then only be required to conduct future lead tests on those two touchpoints in the 

building? 

 

5. The bill allows the calling of a special referendum to address the costs associated with the 

remediation plan.  Very simply, what if the public votes “no”?  While I don’t believe the 

bill actually requires remediation, it will certainly be the expectation of parents and many 

other residents in the district.  While we appreciate the author’s efforts to open up the 

referendum process for this purpose, the special referendum process is time-consuming, 

uncertain and costly.  We believe a better alternative is to create a non-recurring revenue 

limit exemption for lead testing and remediation costs.  School districts will absolutely 

incur costs in order to comply with the requirements in this bill.  Therefore, it is imperative 

that the funding source established to help address these requirements be a reliable 

mechanism not subject to the uncertainty of a special referendum electorate.  It should be 

noted here that such a revenue limit exemption was recommended by the Blue Ribbon 

Commission on School Funding. 

 

6. We believe the intent of the bill is to require lead testing of schools that are currently in 

operation.  It may be a good idea to clearly indicate that these requirements extend only to 

those buildings that children occupy. 

 

7. Mr. Chairman, I think that most of the suggestions we make in this testimony reflect our 

belief that clarity leads to better compliance.  Attached to my testimony is a model school 

lead testing plan and guidance document developed by the state of Minnesota for 

Minnesota schools.  You might recall that I shared this document with you when I met with 

you and your staff on August 20th.  At that time, I suggested this Minnesota approach as an 

alternative to the approach in SB 423.  Today, I’m asking that you incorporate the 

development of a model plan and guidance document into your bill.  Why do I think this 

is so important?  We are experiencing tremendous turnover in the ranks of school 

administrators.  I simply believe that such a valuable resource would provide many 

inexperienced and overburdened administrators with the guidance and support needed for 

better compliance and, ultimately, a more effective law. 

 

Thank you for your consideration of our views.  If you should have any questions on our thoughts 

on SB 423, please call me at 608-242-1370. 


